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Abstract

Islamic banking institutions are different from their conventional counterparts as they incorporate religious and spiritual values in their operations. Despite this significant difference, few studies have investigated this spiritual aspect especially from the perspective of the brand. The main purpose of this study is to develop a valid and reliable scale to measure the spiritual brand attribute of Islamic banks. Based on the result of the interviews and review of literature, 28 items were proposed and analysed using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). A total of 14 items remain on the final scale classified in three dimensions which are beliefs, ethics, and corporate social responsibility (CSR). The new brand attribute scale is different from the existing scale as it focuses mainly on the spiritual and religious aspect incorporated into the Islamic banking brand.
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1.0 Introduction

The Islamic banking system has grown tremendously throughout the world since its first establishment in the 1970s. Starting from a remote area of Egypt, the Islamic banking practice has spread not only to the other Islamic countries but also to the West. The potential and popularity of Islamic banking system motivated not only Islamic banks, but also large international conventional banks to offer similar products and services. As a consequence, strong competition exists not only between full-fledged Islamic banks but also between Islamic and conventional banks that operate side by side. As banks have started offering almost similar products and services, intensified branding effort is needed to ensure differentiation and success. However, in comparison to goods which are usually being promoted using a single branding strategy, service firms like...
banks are commonly viewed as companies (de Chernatony & Dall’Olmo Riley, 1999) and as such should be managed through a corporate branding strategy.

In order to understand the corporate brand, de Chernatony (2002) has developed a brand triangle model that classifies brand into two types of values which are functional value and emotional value. The concept of brand triangle originated from Park, Jaworski, and Maclnnis (1986). They stated that the concept of a brand is influenced by three types of consumer needs which are functional needs, symbolic needs and experiential needs. However, the spiritual needs or values which are important for Muslim consumers are not included in these two concepts.

In the context of Islamic brand however, several studies have proposed the existence of spiritual dimension or spiritual brand attribute. For example, Aoun and Tournois (2015) have proposed three dimensions of a holistic brand which are functional, emotional and spiritual brand attributes. On the other hand, Mourad and Karanshawy (2013) suggested the existence of the spiritual dimension in evaluating Islamic higher education institutions and found significant support for the proposition. In the context of Islamic banks, few studies could be found trying to relate the Islamic banking brand with the religion. Maulan, Omar, and Ahmad (2016) proposed a halal brand association named as HalBA and identified three related dimensions which are shari’ah compliance, God-consciousness, and CSR. On the other hand, Osman (2010) studied the corporate image of Islamic banking institutions and found two dimensions which are CSR and God-consciousness to be related to the target customers belief system and faith. Theoretically, apart from the emphasis on halal and haram, and the incorporation of Shari’ah compliance, the soul of the Islamic brand itself is to achieve good deed, which not only reached through commercial and material gains but should be motivated by spiritual and ethical dimension (Alserhan, 2010). For Muslims, consuming an Islamic brand is more than just a means of transaction, but could also be translated as worship of Allah (Md Husin & Ab Rahman, 2013) and a way of expecting rewards from Allah (Alserhan, 2010).

Despite the existence of several studies emphasising on the spiritual brand attribute, most of the measurements were developed individually, without considering the redundancy that may occur between the spiritual brand and the other attributes of the brand which are functional and emotional attributes. Therefore, in order to ensure that the measurement of the spiritual attribute is focused on the spiritual aspect only, this study intend to develop and validate a scale to measure spiritual brand attributes of Islamic banks without overlooking the importance of functional and emotional brand attributes.

The remainder of this paper is divided into the following sections. The first section is a literature review on the concept of brand and the spiritual brand attribute. Second,
the procedures used to develop the scale and to assess the psychometric properties are explained. The last section includes conclusion, discussion of the implications of the study, limitations as well as suggestions for future research.

2.0 Literature Review

2.1 The Conceptualization of Brand

The concept of the brand, especially in the context of a corporate brand, has been simplified by de Chernatony (2002) in a model known as the brand triangle. The brand triangle model depicted in Figure 1 categorized brand into three levels which started from functional value, followed by emotional value and promised experience.
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*Figure 1. Brand triangle model (adopted from de Chernatony (2002)).*

In other words, from the customers’ point of view, the initial decision to choose a brand is usually based on a rational assessment or functional value before considering the emotional value (de Chernatony, 2002). Functional value according to de Chernatony (2002) concerns what the customer receives which is mainly based on the cognitive elements. Emotional values, on the other hand, refer to how the customer receives the functional value, or the consequence of the values received from the brand functional features (de Chernatony, 2002). Referring to the model, it could be concluded that
brand importance moves from the functional level to the emotional level and finally to the promised experience (de Chernatony & Christodoulides, 2004). Simply, customer views towards a brand start from their cognitive state, to the affective state and finally to the conative state.

On a different note, in the context of Islamic brand, or brands incorporating Islamic values, Aoun and Tournois (2015) proposed a slightly different model on the level of brand known as a holistic brand. This newly modified model includes spiritual value in addition to functional and emotional values. This is in line with al-Ghazali who states that a person’s perception, affection, cognition and behaviour depends on his/her spiritual state (Ali, 1995). Al-Ghazali state that ‘the soul which perceives by means of the insight is of greater value than the body which perceives by means of the eyes’ (Ihya Ulumuddin). Thus, in the context of Islamic brand, it is proposed that the spiritual aspect or attribute of the brand affects customer’s evaluation of the functional and emotional attributes, as well as the delivery of the promised experience. In the case of this study, it could be said that the Islamic banking brand is comprised of a cluster of spiritual, functional, and emotional values.

2.2 Spiritual Brand Attributes

Despite various studies on the functional and emotional values or brand attribute, few studies could be found integrating the spiritual aspect of a brand (El-Amir & Burt, 2010). In general, spirituality has been defined in various studies as a concept related to religion, nature and humanistic (Emmons, 2006). It relates deeply with the meaning of life, ethical issues and care of the environment (Marmor-Lavie, Stout, & Lee, 2009). In the context of Islam, spirituality is defined from the perspective of taqwa or God-consciousness which concerns the connection with Allah that influences individuals’ relationship with human and nature and their perspective on the sense of meaning and their self-worth (Bonab, Miner, & Proctor, 2013). Islamic spirituality is different from secularistic spirituality as it is based on the Quran and Sunnah (Ahmad & Khan, 2016). Islamic spirituality concerns the belief system and the Oneness of Allah, which would influence every aspect of a Muslim’s daily life. Spirituality shapes values, actions, and thoughts (Ahmad & Khan, 2016) in various aspects of life including marketing and branding decision as it could influence consumption and brand relation (Marmor-Lavie et al., 2009).

In the context of the brand, several studies have been conducted on the spiritual aspect. For example, Mourad and Karanshawy (2013) apply Gad’s (2003) ‘brand mind space’ proposition that focuses on the functional, social, mental and spiritual dimensions of a brand. Focusing on Islamic higher education institutions as a sample, Mourad and Karanshawy (2013) found partial support for the spiritual aspect as compared to the functional aspect. On the other hand, in the context of halal cosmetics, Aoun and Tournois
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(2015) tried to explore the existence of spiritual attribute by using a qualitative approach. Findings of the interview reveal four dimensions of the spiritual attribute which are (1) spiritual ethos and belief system; (2) wholesomeness and health; (3) sustainable and eco-ethical philosophy; and (4) inclusiveness. In the Islamic banking setting, Maulan et al. (2016) and Osman (2010) try to determine religious attributes differentiating Islamic banking brand from the conventional brand. Using the Institutional Theory as the basis, Osman (2010) proposed two attributes which are the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), and God-consciousness to represent the Islamic bank’s institutional image. On the other hand, using a brand association concept, Maulan et al. (2016) proposed three dimensions which are CSR, God-consciousness and Shari’ah compliance to be associated with the Islamic banks. However, despite Osman (2010) and Maulan et al. (2016) objectives of understanding customers perception towards the religious aspect of Islamic bank, these studies were not conducted with the consideration of the other aspects of brand which are the functional and emotional attributes. As such, attributes found by the study may not specifically represent the spiritual attribute only, but could also include the other brand attributes. This is proven by the inclusion of Shari’ah compliance which is also considered as a functional or service quality aspect by Abduh (2011), and Othman and Owen (2001). However, based on a preview of various literature, and based on the result of semi-structured interviews conducted in this study three aspects were found to suit the spiritual brand attribute which are ethics, CSR and beliefs.

2.3 Ethics

Ethic refers to ‘the science of conduct’, which deals with two opposing moral questions such as good or bad, right or wrong and virtues or vice. It involves moral practices and is defined as moral values and moral ailments or ills (Dasti & Sitwat 2014). Ethics from the Islamic point of view involves three important elements which are adl (justice), amanah (trust) and ihsan (benevolence) (Beekun & Badawi 2005). However, the core of Islamic ethics is said to lie on the concept of tawhid or acceptance of the oneness and sovereignty of God (Mansour, Ben Jedidia & Majdoub 2015). The concept of tawhid is in line with the God-consciousness concept of the Islamic bank mentioned by Maulan et al. (2016) and Osman (2010) which emphasized the Shari’ah principle as the foundation of Islamic financial ethics. Ethics in Islamic banking is closely related to the maslahah. Hence, any financing and investment decision should take into account the impact on the society (Mansour et al. 2015). Naturally, the Islamic bank is prohibited from financing projects that are conflicting with Islamic morality such as casinos, breweries and night clubs which would be detrimental to the society (Ahmad 2000). Furthermore, in order to reflect an Islamic ethical virtue such as justice, transparency and honesty, products of the Islamic bank are also expected to reflect the substance of Islamic finance (Maulan et al. 2016) such as the prohibition of riba as...
it represents a source of unfair and unjustified advantage which could cause not only economic but also social crisis (Maulan et al. 2016). In the context of this study, ethics is defined as the conducts or actions of the bank which is in line with the Islamic moral values and the shari’ah.

2.4 Corporate Social Responsibility

CSR in Islam is closely related to moral and religious obligations that require companies to be ‘good’ regardless of the financial consequence (Dusuki 2008b). The Islamic CSR generally requires the companies to go beyond the profit maximisation goal, by involving corporate activities such as good environmental activities, philanthropic contributions, socially responsible programs and occupational safety (Dusuki 2008b). In the context of the Islamic bank, the CSR activities should be driven towards the objectives of realising a just and comfortable life for the ummah (Ismail & Muqorobin 2017) and contributing towards the achievement of socio-economic equilibrium, which is the basic goal behind the prohibition of riba (Warde 2000). CSR in Islam is more than a tool of enhancing goodwill or improving financial achievement (Dusuki, 2008b), as it involves not only ethical and moral judgements but also stands on the foundation of God-consciousness or Tawhidic paradigm (Dusuki, 2008b). Thus, any firm that operates based on the principle of the shari’ah should practice CSR as that would distinguish an Islamic firm from a conventional one (Dusuki, 2008b). In line with the religious obligations and the spirit of brotherhood as well as social equality expected from the Islamic bank, Maulan et al. (2016) defined CSR as the bank’s moral and religious initiatives undertaken based on the belief that the Islamic bank is required to provide social welfare apart from its profit motive.

2.5 Beliefs

One of the attributes said to be associated with Islamic banks is beliefs. This is because Islamic banks are acknowledged to be in line with the Muslim consumers’ beliefs and therefore is hoped to be able to protect the customers’ religion and to bring them nearer to the Creator. The aspect of beliefs is related to the concept of Tawhid (the Oneness of God) and as such is also associated with rewards and sins in this world and the hereafter. It is also attributed to the sense of connectedness with the Creator, including the sense of fear of Allah’s punishment, hope for forgiveness, and yearning for Allah’s love and compassion (Dasti & Sitwat 2014). Religious belief is the essence of Islamic banking business as the objective of the Islamic bank lies on Allah as the Creator of the universe, and the ultimate direction of human economic activities (Mohammad & Shahwan 2013). The Islamic bank is established with the purpose of providing an alternative to the riba-based conventional financial institutions which is forbidden in Islam (Ahmad, Kashif-ur-Rehman & Afzal 2011). The Qur’an has specifically warned those who take riba as in Surah an-Nisa’ verse 161:
“And (for) their taking of usury while they had been forbidden from it, and their consuming of the people wealth unjustly. And we have prepared for the disbelievers among them a painful punishment.”

Hence, the Islamic banking operation cannot be dissociated from religious belief, as it covers both worldly gain and the hereafter (Dusuki 2008a). In addition, the principal goal of banks is to ensure the well-being of human beings in terms of physical and spiritual satisfaction, as well as happiness in the world and hereafter (Dusuki 2008a).

3.0 Methodology

3.1 Development of Scale to Measure the Spiritual Brand Attribute of Islamic Banks

The procedure used to develop a scale measuring the spiritual brand attribute were adapted from Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Malhotra (2005). The data collection was divided into two stages which were quantitative and qualitative.

3.2 Item generation

At the first stage, semi-structured interviews were conducted with nine relevant individuals. As a general rule, a sample size of eight is sufficient, especially if the result would be further clarified with survey research (Gray, 2004). In the case of this study, the interviews were halted when data reached saturation (Gray, 2004), because new information were no longer obtained from additional interviews.

In general, each interview session took between 30 minutes to one hour. All sessions were recorded while at the same time notes were taken in the event the recording malfunctioned. A list of questions developed beforehand based on the literature were used to guide the interviewer, but interviewees were probed for further clarification. The questions were used flexibly according to the interviewees’ responses, as long as it is within the intended objectives (Gray, 2004). The interview questions are as follows:

Q1. Currently, what kind of image is portrayed by Islamic banks to the consumers?
Q2. In an ideal situation, what kind of image do you think should be portrayed by an Islamic bank?
Q3. Do you think religious/spiritual related aspect influence consumers’ decision to choose an Islamic bank?
Q4. Can you share in general among the activities undertaken by Islamic bank that may shape customers’ perception?
Q5. Are there any aspects related to religion, faith, and beliefs conveyed by Islamic bank through its brand?
In the process of interviewing the respondents, data were transcribed and examined to ensure it has reached saturation before the procedure was stopped (Gray, 2004). The interview findings were then compared with prior literature focusing on the spiritual dimensions proposed by Aoun and Tournois (2015), Osman et al. (2010) and Maulan et al. (2016) and content analysis was conducted.

Based on the findings reported in previous literature, a directed content analysis approach was used to analyse the interview findings (selected excerpts of the interviews are listed in Appendix A). Three relevant themes were identified, namely beliefs, ethics and corporate social responsibility (CSR). A scale measurement consisting of 40 items representing the three key dimensions was proposed and submitted to a panel of experts for content validity. Finally, twenty-eight items were retained as collectively agreed by the experts (Appendix B), while 12 items rated as not representative were dropped from further validation.

3.3 Exploratory Factor Analysis

In the second stage, a quantitative study was conducted. Questionnaires prepared in English and Malay were distributed to 420 respondents with characteristics similar to those in the actual study. From the 420 questionnaires distributed, 390 were returned, but only 384 were considered valid for further analysis. The questionnaires were split into two in which 140 were used for exploratory factor analysis (EFA) (Ramayah, Cheah, Chuah, Ting, & Memon, 2018). As a general rule, preferably, a minimum sample size for EFA should be 100 while the desired ratio is five times the number of items (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010). Since the number of items analysed for spiritual brand attributes is 28, 140 was considered suitable. Using the 140 responses, an examination of coefficient alpha was undertaken to ensure the reliability of more than 0.6 (Sekaran, 2000). Then, EFA was conducted to confirm the availability of the proposed dimensions and to ensure the appropriateness of items in the dimension (Sekaran, 2003).

On examination of the correlation matrix, 13 items (ETHIC3, ETHIC4, ETHIC6, CSR1, CSR7, CSR8, CSR9, BELIEF2, BELIEF6, BELIEF7, BELIEF8, BELIEF9, BELIEF11) were deleted as the correlations were greater than 0.7 (Hair et al., 2010). Furthermore, the anti-image correlation was inspected to ensure the Measure of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) is above 0.5 (Hair et al., 2010). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value is 0.948, and Bartlett’s test of sphericity is significant (p = 0.000) demonstrating that the factors were related and factor analysis was appropriate (Pallant, 2005). Since the data was fit, factor analysis was performed.

Using principal component extraction and varimax rotation, three homogeneous sub-scales with eigenvalues exceeding 1, explained 71.415% of the variance revealed.
Communalities were then checked to ensure no extraction was below 0.5. Further inspection showed one item (CSR2) was cross-loaded on different factors and was thus deleted. The final 14 items explained 71.864% of the total variance. These items loaded in three factors with factor loadings ranging between 0.525 and 0.820 and communalities between 0.610 and 0.822. A communality of more than 0.50 is sufficient while for a sample size between 120-150, a factor loading of more than 0.50 is considered acceptable (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006). Table 1 presents the EFA results.

Table 1

EFA results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
<th>Communalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank service is ethical (Ethic1)</td>
<td>.761</td>
<td>.741</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank transactions are transparent (Ethic2)</td>
<td>.705</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank shows high integrity (Ethic5)</td>
<td>.609</td>
<td>.713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank operation does not involve haram/immoral activities/investment (Ethic7)</td>
<td>.791</td>
<td>.771</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank contract started with promise/aqad (Ethic8)</td>
<td>.686</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank service helps in fighting for the future of Muslim economy (CSR3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.525</td>
<td>.610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank contributes back to the society through social welfare service (CSR4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.770</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank contributes some portions of its profits towards charity (sadaqah) (CSR5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.783</td>
<td>.773</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank contributes to the alleviation of poverty (CSR6)</td>
<td>.646</td>
<td>.632</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank helps to protect customers’ belief on their religion (Belief1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.682</td>
<td>.674</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank helps customers to conduct religiously safe financial transactions (Belief3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.656</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank provides assurance on the religious acceptance of its financial service (Belief4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.733</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using bank services may avoid customers from punishment in the life after death on matters related to interest (riba) (Belief5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.820</td>
<td>.822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using bank services helps customers to be nearer to God (taqwa) (Belief10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, a reliability analysis was conducted which showed that each factor had a reliability coefficient above 0.8 as recommended by Hair et al. (2010), with 0.899 for ethics, 0.891 for CSR, and 0.923 for beliefs.

3.4 Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Upon completion of EFA, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted on the remaining 244 responses. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted as a confirmatory test on the earlier measurement (Hair et al., 2010). The CFA results executed on the model shows a satisfactory result: $c^2(74) = 158.376$, $c^2/df = 2.140$, GFI = .916, CFI = .968, RMSEA = .068, and AGFI = .880. Inspection of the model shows that the factor loadings are all above .70. Although the value of AGFI is a bit low, the overall result shows a good fit of the measurement model. Figure 2 shows the measurement model for the spiritual brand attribute construct.
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3.5 Convergent Validity and Discriminant Validity

After assessing the model fit, the convergent and discriminant validity of the model were examined. Table 2 displays the results of convergent and discriminant validity. The construct reliabilities are above 0.70 indicating adequate reliability (Hair et al., 2010). On the other hand, the AVE estimates for ethics, CSR and beliefs are 0.646, 0.676 and 0.723 respectively, which are above the 50% rule of thumb (Hair et al., 2010). The square root of the AVE estimates are higher than the correlations between dimensions (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), and the correlation estimates of each dimension are below the cut-off value of 0.85 (Kline 2005) indicating the absence of discriminant validity.

Table 2

Reliability, Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the Spiritual Brand Attribute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Cronbach α</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>Ethics</th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>Beliefs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Nomological Validity

Besides convergent and discriminant validity, nomological validity was also conducted. Based on previous studies, there is evidence to conclude that a relationship exists between brand attributes and brand image (Syed Alwi & Kitchen, 2014). As such, the nomological validity between spiritual brand attribute and overall corporate brand image construct was tested. In doing so, the spiritual brand attribute was treated as a second-order construct.

The goodness-of-fit statistics shows that the model $c^2_{(131)}=270.954$, $c^2/df=2.068$, GFI=.890, CFI=.959, RMSEA=.066, and AGFI=.856 fit the data well. Although GFI and AGFI are below .90, it is still considered a good fit (Etezadi-Amoli & Farhoomand, 1996). As indicated in Table 3, all of the first-order constructs – ethics, CSR and beliefs have significant loadings ($p<0.001$) towards the overall brand image. The standardised regression coefficient between spiritual and image (β=.725) is also significant, indicating that the nomological validity of the model is established. Hence, based on these, there is evidence to support the construct validity of the model.
Table 3

*Nomological Validity of the Spiritual Brand Attribute*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Std. Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics ↔ Spiritual Brand Attribute</td>
<td>.877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs ↔ Spiritual Brand Attribute</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>10.146</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR ↔ Spiritual Brand Attribute</td>
<td>.872</td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>10.519</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image ↔ Spiritual Brand Attribute</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>9.245</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.0 Discussion and Conclusions

This study explores the spiritual aspect of the brand in the context of Islamic banks. First, the study provides assurance on the three dimensions of the spiritual brand attributes which are beliefs, ethics and CSR. Among the three, the study proposed a new dimension which is beliefs. Although ethics and CSR have been discussed by Maulan et al. (2016) and Osman (2011), both of them looked into the other aspect of branding such as brand association and image and do not consider functional and emotional brand attributes.

Second, the study provides evidence on the presence of the spiritual brand attribute, which is not similar to the concept of emotional or functional brand attributes. The study also supports Aoun and Turnois (2015) model of holistic branding which consists of the three dimensions of functional, emotional and spiritual dimensions. In addition, in line with the Gad (2003) ‘brand mind space’, the study also indicates that spiritual dimension is among the dimensions of brand.

Finally, the development of the spiritual brand attribute scale also illustrates the significance of religious influence on customers’ evaluation of the attribute of the brand. This supported various early propositions on the importance of spiritual aspect in marketing halal products and services (Alserhan, 2010; Temporal, 2011; Wilson, 2012). The inclusion of the beliefs dimension also shows that the religious aspect is not only important in the ‘form’ of the Islamic bank but is also essential to be incorporated in its ‘substance’.

Managerially, there are several contributions that could be suggested to the bank management. First, although the aspect of beliefs has been less emphasized by Islamic banks in their recent marketing effort, it is still an important feature to Muslim consumers. Thus, in order to maintain its appeal towards the banks’ main target market, which are the Muslims, it is recommended for the bank to not dissociate themselves
from the importance of beliefs. The main reasons to use Islamic bank as compared to the conventional banks could be promoted through various ways including publicity and viral messages to gain wider attention (Berry, 2000).

In addition, as the study shows that CSR is also important in the evaluation of spiritual brand attribute, the bank is also recommended to publicise its CSR activities through various mediums including mass media and social media. Not only that, it should also be a policy at the higher level to ensure that all Islamic banks contribute zakat and perform community services so that a clear association between the banks and their spiritual attributes could be apparent.

Finally, it is also significant for the Islamic banks to always ensure that the banks have an ethical image. This is important as the banks are not only business entities, but one that carries an Islamic brand name. As such, any unethical conduct by the bank would not only affect the business organization, but also shake the image of the religion. In order to portray an ethical identity, it is important for the banks to follow the Islamic teaching in total, and to ensure the achievement of the *maqasid al-shari‘ah* as it would become a basis for the society to evaluate the bank compliance with religious teachings.

In short, the study has presented the spiritual brand attribute dimensions of Islamic bank. Findings of the study are in line with Maulan et al. (2016) and Osman (2011) also Aoun and Tournois (2015). However, there are several limitations that need to be kept in mind in generalising the study. First, data was collected using non-random sampling technique which limits its generalizability to a wider audience. As such, findings of this study could only represent the sample and additional studies need to be conducted to ensure it is applicable to the other customer groups. Second, despite the consideration of functional and emotional aspects in developing the spiritual brand attribute scale, the quantitative part of the study focused on the spiritual aspect only. As such, future studies are needed to test all the three attributes together so that a better understanding of the simultaneous impact of these dimensions could be achieved.
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Appendix A. Selected interviews excerpts

“go for Islamic bank is actually align with our beliefs”

“we use Islamic bank because we want to protect our beliefs”

“it’s like taqwa. We try to find what Allah likes. Since Allah says don’t take riba.”

“I agree that Islamic bank exist on the basis of tauhid. Its just we are not emphasizing it in our marketing. Non-Muslims may see Islamic bank as a business entity. Muslims see Islamic bank as a necessity to be in accordance with their belief”

“Islamic bank is related with the hereafter. It’s for the world and the hereafter”

“we use Islamic bank as we try to avoid the punishment in the hereafter”

“Islamic bank is providing choice for a safer route. It’s not easy to answer in the hereafter. At least in the hereafter I could answer with peace-of-mind, I have choose something Islamic”

“The most important thing, Islamic bank will help you to avoid riba and avoid sin…”

“For Islamic bank we always have this thing call CSR. CSR by the way is the bank DNA. Because all our revenues are contributed back in terms of zakat. So our zakat is our DNA. So in our bank you can see all the activities we have done for the community in the website… so our bank is famous with doing charity…”

“so we must always tell people about our concerns to the profit, to the community, to the planet…”

“…so actually Islamic bank is helping to protect the Muslims economy. Because we provide the avenue… so Islam bank is fighting for the economy and future of the Muslims”

“but now Islamic bank is doing a lot.. develop economy, give works to people, help people in need, education financing, if you don’t have money to further study, you can go to the bank. Want to buy a house, that is actually daruriyyah, necessity… so that’s mean we are helping towards maqasid shari’ah as well”

“… following the halal and haram guideline. There is no gambling, no activities like… thing that not (allowed) to do”

“…so if you have integrity, you have integrity, if you are being trusted, you need to be trustworthy. So actually if we all follow 100% the bank will be very successful”
“…because we (Islamic bank) have high components of ethics and morality”

“…to be ethical you must go in depth to the principle, to the aqad, things that makes it comply to the shari’ah”
## Appendix B. Items remain after content validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beliefs</strong></td>
<td>Bank xda helps to protect customers’ belief on their religion. Bank xda helps to fulfil customers’ religious obligations. Bank xda helps customers to conduct religiously safe financial transactions. Bank xda provides assurance on the religious acceptance of its financial service. Using bank xda services may avoid customers from punishment in the life after death on matters related to financing. Using bank xda services provide peace-of-mind on matters related to life after death. Bank xda business concept covers the world and the life after death. Bank xda business concept provides security in the life after death. Bank xda services help customers to avoid sin on financial related matters. Using bank xda services helps customers to be nearer to God (taqwa). Bank xda service helps customers to follow their belief towards God’s command on financial related matters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CSR</strong></td>
<td>Bank xda service helps to improve Muslim economy. Bank xda service is important in protecting the interest (maslahah) of the Muslim community. Bank xda service helps in fighting for the future of Muslim economy. Bank xda contributes back to the society through social welfare service. Bank xda contributes some portions of its profits towards charity (sadaqah).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank X contributes to the alleviation of poverty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank X contributes some portions of its profits towards the payment of zakat (almsgiving).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank X provides services for people in need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank X service helps people to fulfil their necessities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>